2019 Summer Reading List

Picture Books

A Computer Called Katherine

The inspiring true story of mathematician Katherine Johnson--made famous by the awardwinning film Hidden Figures--who counted and computed her way to NASA and helped put a
man on the moon!

Be a Maker

How many things can you make in a day? A tower, a friend, a change? Rhyme, repetition, and a
few seemingly straightforward questions engage young readers in a discussion about the many
things we make--and the ways we can make a difference in the world.

The Book Hog

The Book Hog loves books - the way they look, the way they feel, the way they smell - and
he'll grab whatever he can find. There's only one problem: he can't read! But when a kind
librarian invites him to join for storytime, this literature-loving pig discovers the treasure that
books really are.

Captain Barbosa and the
Pirate Hat Chase

In this wordless graphic novel, Captain Barbosa sails the seven seas with his trusty shipmates: a
fly, an alligator, and an elephant. A seagull steals his treasured hat, and Barbosa and his crew
give chase through a nasty storm. When Barbosa reaches the seagull's island, he finds the hat-along with a nest of baby seagulls--and decides even pirates can forgive and forget.

Carmela Full of Wishes

When Carmela wakes up on her birthday, her wish has already come true--she's finally old
enough to join her big brother as he does the family errands. Together, they travel through their
neighborhood, past the crowded bus stop, the fenced-off repair shop, and the panaderYa, until
they arrive at the Laundromat, where Carmela finds a lone dandelion growing in the pavement.
But before she can blow its white fluff away, her brother tells her she has to make a wish.

Charlie & Mouse Even Better

Join Charlie and Mouse as they: choose the best pancakes, hunt for presents, decorate with
snakes, distract someone with hugs, and save the day. Charlie and Mouse are getting ready for
Mom's birthday and things are not going exactly as planned . . . but with plenty of humour and
imagination, they'll prove that sometimes when things are not perfect, what they turn out to be
is even better.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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The Chickens are Coming!

Winston and Sophie live in a big city. When they see a sign for chickens that need a home,
Mommy says you don't need to live in the country to raise chickens. And what could be better-pets that lay eggs! So they prepare the coop, tell their friends, and, soon enough, the chickens
arrive. But it seems that no matter what the children try, these chickens don't want to be pets,
and they refuse to lay eggs. Can anything change the chickens' minds?

Don't Touch My Hair!

It seems that wherever Aria goes, someone wants to touch her hair. In the street, strangers reach
for her fluffy curls; and even under the sea, in the jungle, and in space, she's chased by a
mermaid, monkeys, and poked by aliens...until, finally, Aria has had enough! Aria loves her soft
and bouncy hair, but must go to extremes to avoid people who touch it without permission
until, finally, she speaks up.

Dreamers

Dreamers is a celebration of what immigrants bring with them when they leave their homes. It's
a story about family. And it's a story to remind us that we are all dreamers, bringing our own
gifts wherever we roam. Beautiful and powerful at any time but given particular urgency as the
status of our own Dreamers becomes uncertain, this is a story that is both topical and timeless.

Flower Girl Katie

When Katie's Aunt Patty asks her to be the flower girl at her wedding, Katie is thrilled! But
then she starts thinking about all the things that could go wrong. It's up to JoJo and Katie's other
friends to get Katie feeling ready for the big day. A special craft project, along with a glossary
and reader response questions, round out this Katie Woo story.

Going Down Home with
Daddy

Alan looks forward to the annual family reunion at the farm where Daddy grew up, but
everyone is supposed to share something special and Alan worries about arriving with empty
hands.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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The Good Egg

A self-identified "good egg" lives in a carton at the farmer's market with 11 other eggs who all
have a tendency to misbehave. The good egg tries to be perfect and take charge but eventually,
the stress of it all starts to show and it becomes clear that a big change is needed. So the good
egg sets off on a journey of self-discovery and self-care that involves relaxation, meditation,
and even painting. Finally, the good egg returns home having learned that nobody is perfect and
it's important to take time to be good to yourself and your fellow eggs.

Goodbye, School

Franny loves her school. She's played, read, studied, and even napped here. Franny has lots of
good memories there. But today it's time to leave. As Franny prepares to move to a new school,
she takes time to reminisce and cherish her old school. She wants to find a way to honor this
special place. How can Franny say goodbye?

Grandpa's Stories

One young girl reflects on a year with her beloved grandpa. She remembers the fields and parks
they explored in the springtime and the old toys they fixed up in the summer. She remembers
the handmade gifts they exchanged in the fall and the stories Grandpa told by the fire each
winter.

Hair Love

Zuri's hair has a mind of its own. It kinks, coils, and curls every which way. Zuri knows it's
beautiful. When Daddy steps in to style it for an extra special occasion, he has a lot to learn.
But he LOVES his Zuri, and he'll do anything to make her -- and her hair -- happy.

Hair, It's a Family Affair

A beautifully illustrated picture book on the joys of natural hair, through the different hairstyles
found in one family.A celebration of natural hair, through the vibrant and varied hairstyles
found in a single family.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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The Happy Book

Camper is happy as a clam and Clam is a happy camper. When you live in The Happy Book,
the world is full of daisies and sunshine and friendship cakes . . . until your best friend eats the
whole cake and doesn't save you one bite. Moving from happiness to sadness and everything in
between, Camper and Clam have a hard time finding their way back to happy. But maybe
happy isn't the goal-being a good friend is about supporting each other and feeling all the feels
together.

Have I Ever Told You?

Shani King wrote Have I Ever Told You? as a note to his children, to remind them that they are
amazing in their individuality and that they have the power to choose who they want to be in
this world.

Hey, Water!

Join a young girl as she explores her surroundings and sees that water is everywhere. But water
doesn't always look the same, it doesn't always feel the same, and it shows up in lots of
different shapes. Water can be a lake, it can be steam, it can be a tear, or it can even be a
snowman.

It Feels Good to Be Yourself

Some people are boys. Some people are girls. Some people are both, neither, or somewhere in
between. This sweet, straightforward exploration of gender identity will give children a fuller
understanding of themselves and others. Written by the mother of a transgender child and
illustrated by a non-binary transgender artist, It Feels Good to Be Yourself provides young
readers and parents alike with the vocabulary to discuss this important topic with sensitivity.

Jack (not Jackie)

Susan thinks her little sister Jackie has the best giggle! She can't wait for Jackie to get older so
they can do all sorts of things like play forest fairies and be explorers together. But as Jackie
grows, she doesn't want to play those games. She wants to play with mud and be a super bug!
Jackie also doesn't like dresses or her long hair, and she would rather be called Jack.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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The Lost Book

Everyone in Rabbit Town loves to read. Well, everyone except for Henry, who would much
prefer to play outside. Then Henry finds a lost book, and when he tries to track down the owner,
he stumbles into the human world. There, the adults are all absorbed in their phones and tablets,
and everyone ignores Henry until he befriends a young girl. They have so much fun together
that Henry gives her the lost book, knowing it will be in good hands. Henry learns that books
can contain adventures all their own, and when he returns to Rabbit Town, for the first time it is
Henry who tells the bedtime story.

Love is love

Dr. Michael Genhart's debut story is the perfect resource to gently discuss discrimination with
kids. This sweet and straightforward story shows that gay families and straight families and
everything in between are all different kinds of normal. What makes a family real is the love
that is shared.

Magic Ramen: The Story of
Momofuku Ando

Every day, Momofuku Ando would retire to his lab--a little shed in his backyard. For years,
he'd dreamed about making a new kind of ramen noodle soup that was quick, convenient, and
tasty for the hungry people he'd seen in line for a bowl on the black market following World
War II. Peace follows from a full stomach, he believed.

Mommy Sayang

In a Malaysian kampung, or village, lives little Aleeya and her dear Mommy sayang. Aleeya
and Mommy do everything together, and in Aleeya's dreams, they dance among enormous
hibiscus flowers. Aleeya loves to ask Mommy if she will always be by her side. But one day,
Mommy becomes sick. Alone, Aleeya waits for her return, and it's in this moment that Aleeya
realizes she can always be by Mommy's side. Aleeya goes to Mommy's bedside to bring her
love and hope. Little by little, Mommy sayang gets better.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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Moonshot: The Flight of
Apollo 11

Simply told, grandly shown, and now with eight additional pages of brand-new art and more indepth information about the historic moon landing, here is the flight of Apollo 11. Here for a
new generation of readers and explorers are the steady astronauts clicking themselves into
gloves and helmets, strapping themselves into sideways seats. Here are their great machines in
all their detail and monumentality, the ROAR of rockets, and the silence of the Moon. Here is a
story of adventure and discovery--a story of leaving and returning during the summer of 1969.

My Papi Has a Motorcycle

Daisy Ramona loves riding on the back of her papi’s motorcycle. After a long day of work,
Papi picks up Daisy, and they zigzag through the streets of their neighborhood, zooming past
Tortillería la Estrella and Joy’s Market. Daisy loves this time with her papi, but she also notices
her neighborhood changing. Don Rudy’s Raspados used to be their favorite spot, but it’s gone
out of business. Quintero tells a beautiful story about a special father-daughter bonding
moment, layered with a tale of gentrification impacting their neighborhood.

Peter & Ernesto. The Lost
Sloths

Peter, Ernesto, and the rest of their sloth friends must venture into the jungle to find a new-great--tree. But the jungle is full of dangers, including angry ants, slithering snakes, and a
ravenous jaguar!

Prince & Knight

Once upon a time, in a kingdom far from here, there was a prince in line to take the throne, so
his parents set out to find him a kind and worthy bride. The three of them traveled the land far
and wide, but the prince didn't quite find what he was looking for in the princesses they met.
While they were away, a terrible dragon threatened their land, and all the soldiers fled. The
prince rushed back to save his kingdom from the perilous beast and was met by a brave knight
in a suit of brightly shining armor. Together they fought the dragon and discovered that special
something the prince was looking for all along.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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A must-have primer for young readers and a great gift for pride events and throughout the year,
beautiful colors all together make a rainbow in Rainbow: A First Book of Pride. This is a sweet
Rainbow a First Book of Pride ode to rainbow families, and an affirming display of a parent's love for their child and a child's
love for their parents. With bright colors and joyful families, this book celebrates LGBTQ+
pride and reveals the colorful meaning behind each rainbow stripe.

Run Wild

"Hey, you! Sky's blue!" a girl shouts as she runs by the window of a boy bent over his digital
device. Intrigued, the boy runs out after her, leaving his shoes (and phone) behind, and into a
world of sunshine, dewey grass, and warm sand. Filled with the pleasures of being alive in the
natural world, Run Wild is an exquisite and kid-friendly reminder of how wonderful life can be
beyond doors and screens.

Say Something!

In this empowering new picture book, renowned author Peter H. Reynolds explores the many
ways that a single voice can make a difference. Perfect for budding activists everywhere, this
timely story reminds readers of the undeniable importance and power of their voice. There are
so many ways to tell the world who you are . . . what you are thinking . . . and what you
believe. And how you'll make it better. The time is now: SAY SOMETHING!

Sweety

“Sweety is awkward, even for a naked mole rat. She has protruding front teeth, thick glasses,
and some very unusual hobbies, including interpretive dance and fungus identification. She's
intense and passionate--and her peers don't always get her. But surely there are other mushroom
lovers out there? As Sweety sets out to find them, she comes to realize--with a little help from
her cool Aunt Ruth-- that being Sweety is actually pretty awesome.” - School Library Journal

The Pinata That the Farm
Maiden Hung

A young girl sets out on errands for the day, and while she's gone, the farm maiden prepares a
pinata from scratch with help from a boy, horse, goose, cat, sheep, and farmer. After they all fall
asleep in the afternoon sun, they must scramble to finish preparations in time--just as the girl
arrives back to her surprise party.

Ms. Otero, Library Director
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Tiger vs. Nightmare

Tiger is a lucky kid: She has a monster living under her bed. This monster arrived when Tiger
was just a baby. It was supposed to scare her--after all, that's what monsters do. But Tiger was
just too cute! Now, Tiger and Monster are best friends. But Monster is a monster, and it needs
to scare something. So every night, Monster stands guard and scares all of Tiger's nightmares
away. This arrangement works out perfectly, until a nightmare arrives that's too big and scary
for even Monster. Only teamwork and a lot of bravery can chase this nightmare away.

Under my Hijab

Grandma's hijab clasps under her chin. Auntie pins hers up with a whimsical brooch. Jenna puts
a sun hat over hers when she hikes. Iman wears a sports hijab for tae kwon do. As a young girl
observes the women in her life and how each covers her hair a different way, she dreams of the
possibilities in her own future and how she might express her personality through her hijab.

What a Waste

This environmental book will teach young ecologists about how our actions affect planet Earth.
Discover shocking facts about the waste we produce and where it goes. Did you know that
every single plastic toothbrush ever made still exists? Or that there's a floating mass of garbage
twice the size of Texas drifting around the Pacific Ocean?

When Aidan was born, everyone thought he was a girl. His parents gave him a pretty name, his
room looked like a girl's room, and he wore clothes that other girls liked wearing. After he
realized he was a trans boy, Aidan and his parents fixed the parts of life that didn't fit anymore,
When Aidan Became a Brother and he settled happily into his new life. Then Mom and Dad announce that they're going to
have another baby, and Aidan wants to do everything he can to make things right for his new
sibling from the beginning--from choosing the perfect name to creating a beautiful room to
picking out the cutest onesie.
Yasmin the Teacher

Ms. Otero, Library Director

Ms. Alex gets called away and puts Yasmin in charge! Being teacher will be a snap! But when
things go wrong, Yasmin must think fast to get the class back on track before Ms. Alex gets
back.
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